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NEVER ENDING
IMPRESSIONS
EXPERIENCE A TRUE WORLD OF COLOUR
Discover the tantalising translucent colour tones 
within the Never Ending Impressions collection

EXTERIOR
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A STUNNING 
RANGE FOR A 
COLOURFUL 
WORLD
A WORLD WITHOUT 
COLOUR IS UNIMAGINABLE

Our Never Ending Impressions collection, developed 
by the AkzoNobel Global Aesthetics Center, offers 
excellent protection with naturally beautiful colour 
possibilities, including a full spectrum of harmoniously 
balanced translucent colours. It offers complete 
design freedom to achieve your customer’s vision.

Sikkens Wood Coatings stands for know-how and development 
expertise around the world. We set the highest standards of our 
coating systems for wooden components: a high level of protection 
even under intense demands, simple processing and a sophisticated 
combination of effectiveness and ecological compatibility. All this in 
colours that underline the natural beauty and allure of the wood.

We are continually developing our Never Ending Impressions 
collection to suit changes in tastes and in close cooperation with 
our customers. From subtle tones to vivid hues, its harmoniously 
balanced colours offer a fascinating scope for creative expression 
for all semi-stable and non-stable wooden components, including 
wood and aluminium windows. Powerful benefits that have 
convinced major customers such as Walt Disney and McDonald‘s.
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Key benefits of the Never  
Ending Impressions collection:

■	 	Large range of unique, intensive colours

■	 	Colours are harmoniously  
matched to one another

■	 	Available worldwide

■	 	Continual development to reflect  
changing tastes and customer preferences

■	 	Also suitable for wooden aluminium windows

NEVER 
ENDING 
IMPRESSIONS

Red Earth SandstoneWengé

ChestnutAlmond Ultramarine BlueOchre LavenderRaw Mountain

MandarinCinnamon CharcoalConcrete Grey Light CoralRock

SepiaMystic Purple Urban BlueNatural Wool Dark NightLight Tundra

Morning MistSavanna GraphiteApricot Pure TaupeGold Satin
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VanillaShadow BambooPupur GingerSmaragd Green

Ivory StrawMineral Grey

SiennaGreige Oyster

Cream

Green Hill

Petrol BlueForest Green TanPumpkin LemonRich Saffron

Sea GreenCafé Latté Royal RedKhaki IndigoFine Clay

Colours are for illustration purpose 
only. Colour deviations may 
occur due to the printing process. 
Always make a text panel. For 
detailed product and application 
information, please refer to the TDS.

*  For exterior wooden windows and doors  
exposed to weathering, we offer collections  
like Joinery Colour Classics and the RUBBOL®  
Collection, which ensure excellent protection.
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We supply the sustainable and innovative 
paints and coatings that our customers, 
communities – and the environment – are 
increasingly relying on. That’s why everything 
we do starts with People. Planet. Paint. Our 
world class portfolio of brands – including 
Dulux, International, Sikkens and Interpon 
– is trusted by customers around the globe. 
We’re active in more than 150 countries and 
have set our sights on becoming the global 
industry leader. It’s what you’d expect from a 
pioneering paints company that’s committed 
to science-based targets and is taking 
genuine action to address globally relevant 
challenges and protect future generations.

For more information please  
visit www.akzonobel.com.
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